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Greetings Dear Family:
With this newsletter I find it necessary to take care of some business issues that have started to accumulate and really
cannot be overlooked at this point.
Great News…..we will have our first Tele-conference October31st at 3:00 p.m. Mark Your Calendars
Pacific Time…..Let us get to know each other better and brainstorm all of our brilliant ideas!!!!!!!....chat with you
soon…..!!!!! Dial 695-477-3000 then to participate add 520495#
We have several people that have asked to be of service to our Sisterhood that can give great credit and accomplishments
to our cause. I myself welcome all that offers support and new ventures that we can use. I will share with you a letter from
Donna Goodman who works with Water Problems and Children all over the World. Please give your input on how we can
bring in the children as part of our Sisterhood and Water Blessing activities….here is a message from an incredible woman
that travels all around the world helping to educate and instruct children and adults about solutions and projects to help
with their water problems. Please review this and send me your input utilizing to help us grow.

Dear Grandmother Tonya, for a start, if you think it might be a good idea, we can introduce young spirits on our water page
http://earthchildinstitute.org/our-programs/water-for-life and then we can take it from there. I am really feeling very called to try to
bring together an intergenerational circle with children and grandmothers... maybe this can be aligned with an upcoming event.
Earth Child will have an exhibit space for the full two weeks at the Climate change conference in Cancun, but I think that it will be
too chaotic there for such a thing unless maybe possible to organize something at Chichen Itza? or other nearby sacred site... let's
keep thinking and praying about it. With love, Donna
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Message from Michael
The ebb and flow of Creation is never-ending. There is a Still Point pause while the Seed Thoughts are
being formed and coalesced, and the Essence of Life is activated within the mind and heart of the Creator
and at every level of Creation, down to you, a human co creator on planet Earth. This is accomplished by
infusing /activating the Seed Thoughts with love. The Seed Thoughts are then breathed out into the void
to be manifested in the world of form. This process continues through each great cycle until it is time for
the return/reunion process to begin. All Creation is in the process of being incorporated into the grand
Creator Circle of Divine Light in anticipation of the next great Still Point pause and the next momentous
cycle of expansion. This process is repeated over and over again at every level of Creation within this
universe.
You are in the midst of a cosmic reunion process, my brave friends, and you will evolve in due time, in one
way or another. You must be aware that this transformation process is a long and complex cycle; however,
it can be a grand journey if you will take advantage of the wisdom teachings and the tools we are offering
to you. The LAW OF THE CIRCLE states that every new creative endeavor must begin from within the Still
Point of Will/Power, the Core Essence of the Creator/cocreator.
The LAW OF THE TRIANGLE is another important component of Creation. You are familiar with the Trinity
concept from your Bible: Father, Son and Holy Spirit, which in actuality is the Masculine facet of God, the
First Ray of Divine Will/ Power, and the Holy Spirit is the Mother Facet of God, which has been infused
with the Seed Thoughts–Adamantine Particles– from the mind of the Father God. The Seed Thoughts are
then activated with the Second Ray of Love/ Wisdom within the Heart Core of the Mother God and then
sent forth out into the universe via the River of Life, to be used by the Suns (sons and daughters) through
the qualities, attributes and aspects of the Third Ray to create worlds and wondrous things without end.
The Power of the Trinity has been a driving force throughout this universe. AA Metatron, Lord Melchizedek
and I, AA Michael, form a Trinity of Consciousness at the universal level. We bear and RAY-DIATE the
Divine Light / Divine Wisdom / Divine Will aspects and qualities of our Father/Mother God out into this
universe. The Trinity of Consciousness is an important component of the creative process, for you must
use the attributes, qualities and aspects of the three powerful God Rays if you wish to become a
successful, proficient cocreator of form at any level of Creation.
You, the STARSEED, have joined with many groups, large and small, throughout the universe, and you
have accepted special assignments which were to be carried out as a group in various locations and at
specific times. We have mentioned before that you have been encoded with time or event triggers within
your Diamond Core God Cell, which have been or will be activated at the designated time or when a
specific part of the Grand Plan was to be initiated. You have been a part of many Trinity Cells, which
consisted of special assignments of the highest order. These triads are usually composed of close Soul
companions, or Souls who have had many special assignments together in the past and will also come

together in the future. Groups of three, nine and twelve are joining together more and more often during
these times of reunion, and this will occur even more often in the future.
Are you ready to expand your vision beyond your private little world or microcosmic reality? Are you ready
and willing to accept the truth that you affect everyone and everything in this universe, to one degree or
another, and that everyone on Earth and in every other realm also affects you? We ask each of you, are
you ready to use the wondrous gifts that are your Divine Birthright? What will be your legacy to humanity
and the world? Reach for the stars, beloveds, for there is no limit to what you can manifest when your
visions are in harmony with the Divine Plan for the greatest good of all. Call on us and we will assist you in
bolstering your resolve. Know that we are ever near to inspire, guide and protect you, and to radiate to
you the love of our Father/Mother God.

I AM Archangel Michael. Through www.ronnastar.com
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Messages from the Clan and Grandmothers
We are in the 10th Moon Cycle the Clan Mother for October is Weaves the Web, she burns a pink candle, She encourages us to be
creative with our hands to bring about the beauty from within in a tangible, visible creation as does the Spider and her Web. Through
our Spirit we show that we are of service to All Our Relations. Grandmother of October shows us how to release what we do not need.
This is the time of the West….of reflection and introspects. We are shown how to tap into the life force. WE CAN BECOME OUR
DREAMS……WHEN WE TAP INTO OUR OWN TRUTHS AND WE ARE WHO WE SHOULD BE, NOT WHAT OTHERS NEED US TO BE.
The Grandmothers that have came to me this month have been very gentle. They come to me lately with comfort as they see how I
am seeking rest now. They say we all should be preparing ourselves for the coming of next year. To be ready as there is going to be
great great changes upon the Earth that will affect all of us. Some are seeing and feeling this already and that is why we are feeling
drained….we are not paying attention to the ley lines of our own existence. Letting go is healing, even though it can be devastating at
times because we are hanging on to what we have grown use to for whatever reason. As we go within we know what is good for us,
what does not feel right when we move in a certain direction. The Grandmothers say, “Walk with love and grace. As you are part of
the Devine, let your light shine so that others will see your Truth.” They say we are the anecdote for the destruction of our Mother.
We are the medicine needed to calm the realms and powers that be. The women are the source of the healing for peace to come into
existence.
AHO, Blessings, Grandmother Whitedeer
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

We still have a few calendars left…..great for Christmas Gifts!
To order your copy e-mail Tonya at whitebuffalowoman@msn.com

*** Our Sister Urbara Scott has offered her help in fundraising projects…..I am sure that others would like to jump on board with
this….therefore; I think we can develop some committees, one being Fundraisning.

Urbara has graciously donated a huge stack of mailing envelopes so that I could send out all of the Instructions for the Ancient Water
Ways Blessing from the Grandmothers. Thank You Urbana for this gift.
Susan Amari and I have been speaking of a Store developed through our Links that would have its own page with information linking
those of our Sisterhood that have products to sell. We have Grandmother Isabel le in Canada that has two CD’s of her music….some
traditional some contemporary. They both are very rewarding and bring about a since of ceremony just listening to them. Alicia
Whitewolf has a book and CD’s for sale, JoAnn Skywatcher has a book, Earlene Gleisner has several books and a new one coming out
very soon. I do some crafts and Prayer shawls that would earn me a little egg money if I sold them on line…Susan Amari sell will be
selling her wonderful healing teas. There are several more and I am sorry if I have not listed your name but I am giving examples of
what we can do. This is part of who we are and what we can do to support one another. This feature hopefully will be up and running
by January of 2011. Have your pictures ready if you do not already have a web site to link to….We are hoping to have this store open in
January….we need a name, anyone have any ideas?.
I would like to bring about the exchanging of waters from sources around the world; I really need someone to be the monitor for this.
To work out a program from sending our Blessed Waters to our Sisters or anyone wishing to have the CORE blessed water from our
Sisterhood…..this water is created through the blessing using the Belaspata Method of the Devine Mother and has been gone through
a Water Blessing ceremony. Our Sister Rain on the Earth is working on an on-line 6 week work shop on this powerful knowledge. It is
something that is a very useful tool in our working with Blessed waters.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

…….Jean Shinoda Bolen, M.D.
From the Desk of Jean Shinoda Bolen, M.D.
Dear Friends:
I continue to take my “assignment” as a message carrier to heart. I
believe that critical-mass, grassroots activism transforms consciousness
which in turn, changes history. I believe that humanity is at a crossroads
and that what women do in the next few decades will determine the fate
of life on this beautiful, abundant planet.
I’m an advocate for a UN sponsored 5th World Conference on Women (5WCW) as a rallying
point that would raise consciousness, network women worldwide and at a time of transition,
could be the tipping point. Click here to sign petition.
Activism and individuation (to find a meaningful, inner directed, chosen life-path) come
together when the choices we make express who we are. There is a soul purpose to life. Be
centered, and archetypes, dreams and synchronicities provide depth and direction. As one
phase of life shifts into the next, energy becomes free to take on something that is personally
meaningful, fun, creative and motivated by love—my definition of “assignment.”

for a U.N. Sponsored 5th

*****************************************************************

VIP Section
This is a beautiful testimony of the Ojibwe women walking around the Great Lakes at
http://www.livestream.com/indiancountrytv/video?clipId=pla_678630db-b762-4df4-97f8-bc4915023428

Grandmother Josephine Mandamin Thank You Grandmother for Keeping Traditions Alive for our Waters and Mother Earth
Some of you do not know Grandmother Aggie….She is The Head Council of the 13 Indigenous Grandmothers and has been working
with water blessings and is a dedicated humanitarian….here is a smaill u-tube of her ….
….http://sacredceremonialsforthesalishsea.wordpress.com/2010/06/23/474/
Dear Friends,
I'm excited to share with you about an upcoming community event I'm sure you won't want to miss! This is the long-awaited Grants Pass (hometown showing of "For the
Next 7 Generations: The Grandmothers Speak" on Nov. 6, 2010 at 7PM. Doors open at 6:30PM
Tickets are $10 and up sliding scale. This fundraiser supports the work the International Council of 13 Indigenous Grandmothers, including local ambassador Grandma
Agnes Baker-Pilgrim.

The Face of Radiant Love

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
I would love to share all of the Sisters Newsletters but each month I will try and showcase at least one. Our Sister Carol Bridges brings
eye candy with her newsletter as she shares with us her fabric art. Enjoy!

October 2010 Newsletter From Carol Bridges

"To go in the dark with a light is to know the light. To know the dark, go dark. Go without
sight, and find that the dark, too, blooms and sings, and is traveled by dark feet and dark
wings." Wendell Berry
In this time of fall, night comes early. A local drought calls all the plants to give up the
forms which most nourish us, their flower, fruits and beauty. And, if we dare, we face the
awful news of some world situation and search more deeply for that which brings us
comfort.
Even when personal crisis overshadows all that is going on around us, somehow we find
"hope." Hope is something we don't think about when all is well. It is an elixir to counteract
despair and disempowerment. Whenever I hear the word, it is like hearing an unfamiliar
footstep in the night.
Yet, this mysterious sound, the footstep of Hope, is usually coming to grab your heart and
take you blindfolded into some experience you would never have without this companion,
some experience which will empty you of fear instantly and call you to respond with all your
heart and power.
And in that spontaneous action, you will be freed of some great limitation that you did not
know you had.
"It is only at one hundred degrees intensity that one evaporates from the material into the
spiritual, from the earth into the sky, from the ordinary into the extraordinary." Osho
One night Hope will come and say, "Drop everything and dedicate yourself to the welfare of
others. Do what you really want to do. Be all you are. Now!" Then she will vanish.

© 2010 Carol Bridges

"When Trees are Happy." As I walk to the

"Transformation." Rebirth is constantly
garden in August, I experience the
taking place on this wondrous planet. The
exuberance of trees gently dancing in the forest landscape transforms into a butterfly
breeze. They are full of leaves waving,
ascending. The butterfly transforms into the
some are laden with pears or apples.
womb of new creation of bounty and health
Colors are beginning to change. I feel
for the whole. May Earth Mother rise up
welcomed by the path and the living
once again; and may we give thanks for her
spirit in all things. Pink coneflowers were constant recreation. 25" x 18". $485.
filled with butterflies this year, and there
was movement everywhere. This quilt is
an abstraction of all those qualities into
the feeling I have in my yard. 38" x 46”
www.CarolBridgesArtQuilts.com
In closing I want to remind everyone that we do have a wonderful Blog page with great
Messages and comments….. just go to our web www.waterblessings.org and click onto our
Blog page, create an account if you do not already have one to be able to post a comment.
If you want to add a new subject please write to me and I will sign it for you and add your name

as the submitter.

I hope that October has not been to harsh on any of your as the whirlwind of energy can be very overwhelming if you are
not
prepared to undertake the great waves of Spirit help that has been coming our way for the past few weeks.
I chose to bury myself in craft projects as the Grandmothers spoke of and getting plenty of good ole zzzzzzzzz’s
Much Love, Many Blessings with Honey in the Heart….Grandmother Whitedeer

